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0 as well as Level 1A to Level 1B data processing.
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1. Introduction

The present work is a continuation of a mission study

commissioned by the National Space Science Center of the

Chinese Academy of Sciences. The objective of the mission

study is to understand various technological as well as sci-

entific aspects of a prospective lowelow satellite to satellite

tracking (LL-SST) gravity mission in the post Gravity Recovery

and Climate Experiment (GRACE) Follow On era, with laser

interferometry replacing themicrowave ranging in tracking of

the range rate variation between two satellites. In China, this

prospective mission acquires extra significance of being a

stepping stone to another planned mission aiming to detect

gravitational wave in space [1].

As part of the feasibility study, a preliminary study is also

made on the data structure and management of a LL-SST

mission, including both the GRACE type mission using mi-

crowave ranging as well as the more advanced type using

laser interferometry. The present work is extracted from a

report of the study.Wewill outline a possible basic framework

for Level 1A (L1A) datamanagement for future LL-SSTmission

in China. To illustrate the working principles underlying the

1A data analysis, a more detailed study is made on the K-band

ranging (KBR) assembly, with a view that more detailed and

comprehensive study including other payloads will be made

in future when we have a more concrete plan for the future

development of satellite gravity in China. It should be

remarked that the materials presented here are not entirely

original and appropriate references will be given throughout.

Despite of this lack of originality, we feel perhaps it is still

useful, particularly for the aerospace industries and the sat-

ellite gravity user community in China, to go public our study.

As far as the background of the present work is concerned,

very scant knowledge on the details of 1A data processing of

the GRACE mission is available in the references [2,3]. Some

peripherally related work in this areamay also be found in the

Chinese references [4e6] together with some discussion on

rawdata processing [7]. In thiswork, wewill have to start from

the basics, build the mathematical models for the payloads

ourselves in order to do further analysis and simulations.

The layout of the present work may be given as follows. At

first, we give an overview of the data management and pro-

cessing procedure of a LL-SSTmission. The basic framework for

the Level 1A data analysis is also reviewed. And then, we pre-

sent the detailed studies on KBR assembly including the mea-

surement principles, productions of Level 0 (L0) and Level 1A

data, noisemodelings aswell as theprocessing fromLevel 1A to

Level 1B data. Remarks and future plans are summarized in the

last section.
2. Overview of the data management and
processing

The main theme of the present work is to give a brief

overview of the preprocessing procedures from the L1A to L1B

data products of a LL-SSTmission, with the GRACEmission as

our concrete example. Basically, the preprocessing procedures

consist of noise calibration of payloads, identification of
anomalous instrumental and environmental events, filtering

out errors in data transmission and corrections of biases and

systematics. This will enable us to separate out signals from

noises and systematics, and then generate the Level 2 (L2) data

for scientific purposes. Before doing so, let us first give an

overview of the data management of the GRACE mission.

The data products of the GRACE mission are divided into

the following three levels [8e11] (see Fig. 1).

a) L0 data (raw data) products: Except for the GPS occulation

data, all the raw instrument data is collected by the onboard

data handling (OBDH) system and transmitted through the

S-band channel to the GRACE Raw Data Center (RDC) at

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR). In each

downlink pass from each satellite, the telemetry data is

further divided into two streams, namely, the science in-

strument data and the spacecraft housekeeping data. Both

will and are stored in the rolling archives in the RDC, which

are the L0data product files. The L0data files contain the un-

scaled binary instrument data with description headers,

which will be documented permanently at the GRACE Sci-

ence Data System (SDS) centers at Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL) and GeoForchungs Zentrum Potsdam (GFZ).

b) L1 data products: The L1 data comprises the KBR assembly

data, science instruments (accelerometer (ACC), star cam-

era assembly (SCA) and GPS) data, housekeeping data and

intermediate ancillary data, which is further divided into

L1A and L1B data products. The L1A data results from the

nondestructive processing applied to the L0 data. The L0

binary is converted to engineering units with time tags,

editing and quality control flags added. In general, except for

the bad data packets, the transition between L0 data to L1A

data is reversible. The L1B data results from the destructive

irreversible processing applied to both the L1A and L0 data.

The L1B data contains the intersatellite biased range, range

rate and range acceleration, the non-gravitational acceler-

ations from each satellite, the pointing estimate and orbits.

c) L2 data (science data) products: The L2 data is the science

data product generated from L1 B and other ancillary data.

Through JPL and GFZ, the monthly Earth gravity field is

released in the form of spherical harmonic coefficients,

and the mean or static gravity field is also produced by

combining several months of data. Some groups also

distribute the value-added products (like mass anomalies

or water layer) based on the L2 data, which is called the L3

data products [12].

The overview of the GRACE data processing flow is summa-

rized in the flow chart in Fig. 1. The processing from the L0 data

product to the L1B data product is called the L1 data processing

or preprocessing, which mainly assess the performance of the

payloads. The aim of the data preprocessing is to produce,

from the calibrated instruments data (L0 and L1A), all the

necessary input data (L1B) for the derivations of the monthly

time-variation of the Earth's gravity field and mean gravity

fields. These involve several processing steps for each

instrument (reversible and irreversible), like units conversion,

removing the effects from possible anomalous instrumental or

environmental events and compressing the propagated

instrumental errors which include the time tag corrections,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
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Fig. 1 e The overall flow chart of the GRACE data processing from L0 to L2 products [13].
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filtering out possible noises, resamplings at lower rates.Wewill

focus on the data preprocessing procedure enclosed in the

double box in the present work.
3. The K-band ranging assembly

3.1. The measurement principle and noise model

The KBR assembly is the key science payload of the GRACE

satellites, whose Dual-One-Way Ranging (DOWR) measure-

ment generates a key data product. Further, the KBR data

needs the most complicated processing. Together with the

GPS orbit determination data, the ACC and the SCA data, the

DOWRdata is used to fit the spherical harmonic coefficients of

the geopotential field. In this subsection, we focus on the

measurement principle, the noise model of the KBR system

and the generation of its L0 and L1A data.

3.1.1. Measurement principle of the KBR system
The measurement principle or mathematical model of the

KBR system is quite simple. Suppose that there are two oscilla-

tors carried by each satellite, S/C A and B, which are precisely

synchronized with each other. Microwave telemetry is

employed to compare the phases between this two oscillators.

The variations of inter-satellite range can be readout through
the phase difference, and such measurement is called the

biased range due to the integer wavelength ambiguity [14e16].

To realize such mathematical model, each satellite carries an

ultra stable oscillator (USO) as the local frequency standard,

which drives the K-band@24.5GHz, the Ka-band@32.7GHz, GPS

L-band and also the local receiver clock@19.3MHz signals. Such

K/Ka band signals will play the role of the local reference oscil-

lators, which are transmitted and received by a horn on each

satellite servingas the antenna.The receivedK/Ka signalwill be

compared with the local reference oscillator and be down-con-

verted to the signal with differential phases. This signal is pro-

cessed and re-sampled by the BlackJack receiver with the

differential phase data as the output. See Fig. 2a for illustration

[17].

According to the above model, the main noise sources will

include the following [2,3,13], see the red parts in Fig. 2b.

a) Noise from the USO instability: The USO as the local fre-

quency standard is one of the key payloads, whose high

frequency instability and frequency drift will generate the

phase error in the K/Ka signal and time tag error in the

output data series.

b) Error from the ionosphere: Due to the disturbance from the

inter-satellite media, the speed of the microwave signal

differs slightly from the speed of light in vacuum, which

will produce an error in the phase data.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005


Fig. 2 e The KBR system.
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c) Multipath noise: Due to the errors in the attitude control,

the line of sight (LOS), that the straight line between the

two satellites' phase center, may not be perfectly parallel to

the K/Ka-band bore-sight. Therefore, the microwave signal

will be reflected bymany times in the horn and gives rise to

quite complicated phase noise.

d) Other offset, systematic noises: These include the range

error caused by the fly time difference between dual one-

way microwaves, systematic noises in the instruments.
Fig. 3 e The generation of the L0 data of the KBR system [2].
3.1.2. The generation of the L0 data
The generation of the L0 data of the KBR system is illus-

trated in Fig. 3. As the first step, the USO generates a signal

with frequency fUSO ¼ 4.832 MHz. With 5076 and 6768 folds
frequency multiplications [2], the K and Ka bands local

reference signal are generated and transmitted by the

antenna. Hereafter, we take the K-band signal as example,

the Ka-band is identical. We write down the transmitted K-

band signal as

VA ¼ AAcosðfAðtÞÞ; VB ¼ ABcosðfBðtÞÞ (1)

where fðtÞ denotes the phase and t is the nominal time. The

indexA, B label the two spacecrafts (S/C), andwe use the upper

index for the signal received from satellite A/B and the lower

index for the signal transmitted by satellite A/B. Due to the

instability of the USO, the phase of the K-band signal will not

increase linearly with the nominal time. For example, the

phase time dependence of the transmitted signal from S/C A

may be expanded as [18]

fAðtÞ ¼ fAt þ 1
2
dfA
dt

t2 þ hAðtÞ (2)

where the first term is the nominal reference phase fA with

nominal frequency fA, and the rest two terms are the phase

error dfAðtÞ. Among the error, the quadratic term is the fre-

quency drift mainly caused by the aging of the relevant

components, and hAðtÞ is the random phase noise from the

instability of the USO.

Now suppose that, at nominal time t, S/C A receives the K-

band signal from S/C B with phase fBðtÞ ¼ fBðt � tBAÞ, where tBA
is the fly time of the signal from S/C B to A. The received signal

reads

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
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VB ¼ ABcos
�
fB

�
t � tBA

�þ IBA þ dB
A

�
(3)

where IBA denotes the error caused by the ionosphere and dB
A

including the systematic noise and the errors from the

multipath reflections, and atmosphere.

ToobtainthephasedifferencefAðtÞ � fBðtÞatnominal time t,

the local reference signal VA is used to down-convert the

received signal VB. First, VB and VA are input into a quadrature

mixer, andthenthedataVA � VB isobtainedwhichcontains two

components with frequencies fA þ fB and
���fA � f B

���. The ex-

pectedsignal is theonedependsonthephasedifferences,andto

make sure such signal give rise to a periodic function of t, one

has to set a non-zero offset between fA and fB. For the conve-

nience of signal extraction, onemay hope to use a rather bigger

offset, but the followinganalysisshowsthat thebigger theoffset

is, the larger thenoise fromtheUSOinstability intheDOWRdata

will be. To achieve a balance, the real offset is chosen to be

0.5 MHz in the K-band and 0.67 MHz in the Ka-band. A 9.5 MHz

low pass filter (LPF) is then applied to the signalVA � VB to filter

out the fA þ f B component, then the resulted signal reads

VB
A ¼ AB

Acos
�
fAðtÞ � fB

�
t� tBA

�þ IBA þ dB
A þNB

A

�
(4)

where NB
A denotes the integer-cycle phase ambiguity.

The USO signal with frequency fUSO is input into the clock

signal generator togive thesignalof the local receiver clockwith

frequency 4fUSO ¼ 19.328 MHz. Through the BlackJack unit, the

above signal VB
A is then sampled and assigned with time tags

according to this clock signal. The phase in VB
A@19.328 MHz is

extracted through the digital phaselocked loop (DPLL) [19,20] at

the rate of 10 S/s and thendelivered toOBDH. This binary values

will then be transmitted to the ground stations and be packed

into the L0 data of the KBR system.

With some calibrations and units conventions, the

L1A phase data of the KBR system for S/C A and S/C B may be

given as
fB
A ¼ fAðt þ DtAÞ þ dfAðt þ DtAÞ � fB

�
t þ DtA � tBA

�
�dfB

�
t þ DtA � tBA

�þ IBA þ dB
A þNB

A þ 3BA
fA
B ¼ fBðt þ DtBÞ þ dfBðt þ DtBÞ � fA

�
t þ DtB � tAB

�
�dfA

�
t þ DtB � tAB

�þ IAB þ dA
B þNA

B þ 3AB

(5)

Fig. 4 e The blue curve stands for the root PSD of the phase

error in the K band, the red one for the Ka band, and the

brown curve for the USO.
where the unit is cycle, DtA=B is the time tag error relative to the

nominal time caused by the USO instability and 3 denotes the

random systematic noise.

3.1.3. The noise mode

a) Error from the USO instability: According to the previous

analysis and equation (5), the USO instability will cause

two kinds of errors in the phase data of the KBR

system, that is the phase error and the time tag error.

While, in the KBR system, the time and phase

measurements are equivalent in nature, since both of

these two are in fact counting the oscillation cycles of

the USO. The only difference is that the unit of time

measurement is second while the unit of phase

measurement is cycle. To interchange between these

two measurements, we only needs a conversion factor

with dimension of cycle/second, which is just the
frequency. We then have the simple relation between

the time tag error and the phase error [3]

fA=BDtA=B ¼ dfA=B (6)

Therefore, for the total effects from the USO instability in

the KBR phase data, one only needs to know the power

spectral density (PSD) of the phase error SK=Ka
df ðfÞ. One can

derive the relation between the phase noises of the USO and

phase error in the K/Ka-band signal as

dfðtÞK =Ka ðtÞ ¼ 2pfK=Ka

Z t
dfK =Ka

�
t'
�
dt'
0
fK =Ka

¼ 2pfK=Ka

Z t

0

dfUSO

fUSO

dt'

¼ fK=Ka

fUSO

dfUSO

Then the relation between the PSDs becomes [18]

SK=Ka
df ðfÞ ¼

 
fK=Ka

fUSO

!2

SUSO
df ðfÞ

The f�n fit of the PSD of the on-board USO reads [2,18]

SUSO
df ðfÞ ¼ 1

4p2

�
3:16� 10�16 þ 8:38� 10�13

f 2
þ 5:74� 10�14

f 3

þ 6:39� 10�17

f 4

�
(7)

Please see Fig. 4 for the illustrations of SUSO
df ðfÞ and SK=Ka

df ðfÞ.
b) Error from the ionosphere: The K/Ka-band signal will be

slightly delayed by the free electric charges along the path.

For the case of rarefied charge density, the corresponding

phase shift or the phase error will depend linearly on the

total electron content (TEC) along the path [2,21]

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
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IBA ¼ TECB
A

fB
(8)

where TEC depends on the actual state of the ionosphere

and varies from epoch to epoch.

c) Multipath errors: Because of the arbitrary geometric con-

figurations between the two satellites, there is no general

model of multipath errors. But, if the attitude control sys-

tem can fulfill the requirements, that the relative orienta-

tions between the two satellites are within certain

boundaries, the biased range error from multipath re-

flections is below 1 mm according to numerical simulations

[3] and may be neglected.

d) Systematic noises: The systematic noise mainly contains

the background noise and the thermal noise, which is

white and has the form

3 ¼ 1
2pSNRV

(9)

The voltage signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the BlackJack

receiver in quadrature down-conversion and samplings is

about 2800 in 1s. Therefore the 1s systematic noise 3 is

about 57mcycle.
3.2. The preprocessing from L1A data to L1B data

Themain task of the preprocessing of the KBR phase data is

to correct the biases, offsets, compress the noises, and to

derive the inter-satellite biased range, range rate and range

acceleration from the phase data [9,10]. The overview of the

processing flow from L1A data to L1B data of the KBR system is

summarized in Fig. 5.

3.2.1. Time tag error
The time tag error corrections may be divided into two

steps. The first step is rather straightforward. We need to

identify the hardware and software problems in the data, like

missed interrupts in instruments processing unit (IPU) and

constant offsets produced by onboard software, and record

them in the sequence of events (SOE). Quality flags are

assigned to the data series and the errors caused by such

events are corrected [13].

The second step is to correct the time tag errors originated

from the noise in the local clock signal generated by the USO,

with the help of GPSmeasurements. Since the data analysis of

GPS measurements have been widely studied [21,22], here we

only summarize the principles for the correction method.

Analogous to the K/Ka-band receiver model equations (4) and

(5), the down-converted differential phase of the L-band signal

at receiver a from GPS satellite p reads [21,22]

fp
aðtþ DtaÞ ¼ faðtþ DtaÞ � fpðtþ DtaÞ þNp

a þ dp
a þ 3pa

where time t is the local time of the receiver. For receivers a, b,

and GPS satellites p, q, we define the combined data

f
p
abðtÞ ¼ fp

aðtþ DtaÞ � f
p
bðtþ DtbÞ
f
pq
abðtÞ ¼ f

p
abðtÞ � f

q
abðtÞ

and then

f
pq
abðtÞ¼

f
c

	
rpaðtÞ�r

p
bðtÞ�rqaðtÞþr

q
bðtÞ



þ f
c

	�
_rpaðtÞ� _rqaðtÞ

�
Dta�

�
_r
p
bðtÞ� _r

q
bðtÞ
�
Dtb



þdfp
c

	
rpaðtÞ�r

p
bðtÞ

�dfq

c

	
rqaðtÞ�r

q
bðtÞ

þdfp

c

	�
_rpaðtÞ� _r

p
bðtÞ
�
Dta



�dfp
c

	�
_rqaðtÞ� _r

q
bðtÞ
�
Dtb

��dfp�dfq

�
ðDta�DtbÞ

þNpq
abþdpq

abþ3
pq
ab

here, rpa is the instantaneous range between the GPS satellite p

and receiver a, f is the nominal frequency of the L-band signal.

The on-board clocks of GPS satellites are quite stable and their

frequency instabilities df =f� 10�12 [21,22], therefore the error

terms proportional to df in the above equation may be

neglected. Except the noise in the last line, the combined data

f
pq
abðtÞ will then only depend on the inter-satellite range, range

rates and the receiver clock errors Dt. GRACE satellites can, at

the same time, receive signals from at most 11 GPS satellites.

By means of multi-satellites orbit determination method [23],

we can fit the orbits of the GRACE satellites and at the same

time also fit out the GRACE local clock error Dt relative to the

GPS time.

3.2.2. The DOWR data
According to the measurement principle in subsec 3.1.1,

the phase errors from the two USOs will be transferred into

both the differential phase data fA
B and fB

A of the two

satellites, see equation (5). Therefore, after the corrections of

time tag error, combining the KBR differential phase data of

the two satellites with the same nominal time will compress

effectively the phase error with correlation time longer than

the signal fly time t. t is about 1 ms, therefore phase errors

below 1 kHz will be compressed.

Again, we take the K-band data for example. First, we

combine the two differential phases to the dual one-way

phase

FABðtÞ ¼ fA
B ðtÞ þ fB

AðtÞ
¼
�
fAt

A
B þ f Bt

B
A

�
þ �dfAtAB þ dfBt

B
A

�þ �fA � f B

�
ðDtA � DtBÞ

þ�dfA � dfB
�ðDtA � DtBÞ þ

�
IAB þ IBA

�þ �dA
B þ dB

A

�
þ�NA

B þNB
A

�þ �3AB þ 3BA
�

(10)

where the following linear expansions have been used in the

derivation of the above equation.

fðtþ Dt� tÞxfðtÞ þ fDt� ft

dfðtþ Dt� tÞxdfðtÞ þ dfDt� dft

The first term in equation (10) is the phase to bemeasured, the

second term comes from the phase error and the third term

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005


Fig. 5 e Flow chart of processing from L1A data to L1B data for the KBR system.
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from the time tag error. Since the time tag error have already

been corrected by the GPS time in the last step, its residual

error is far smaller and will be neglected. The fourth term is

the coupled effect of the phase error and time tag error

which is also ignored. At last, the difference
��tAB � tBA

�� is

about 0.005 ms, which is much smaller than the time of flight

(TOF) which is about 1 ms. Therefore, we can approximately

set the TOF tAB ¼ tBA ¼ t, and denote the phase error from

such approximation as DFTOF
AB . Then equation (10) may be

rewritten as

FABðtÞ ¼
�
fA þ f B

�
t eDFTOF

AB þ �dfA þ dfB
�
tþ �IAB þ IBA

�
þ
�
dA
B þ dB

A

�
þ �

NA
B þ NB

A

�þ �3AB þ 3BA
�

The K-band DOWR data then reads
RðtÞ ¼ c

f þ f
FAB
A B

¼ rðtÞ � DrTOFðtÞ þ c
dfA þ dfB

fA þ f B
t

þ c

fA þ f B

h�
IAB þ IBA

�þ �dA
B þ dB

A

�
þ �NA

B þNB
A

�þ �eAB þ eBA
�i
(11)

The Ka-band DOWR data is the same. The correction DrTOF

from the TOF approximation will be derived in the 5th step.

To verify the efficiency of the phase error compression in

the DOWR data, we now work out the transfer function of the

USO instability noise. To be conservative, we do not ignore the

time tag error and the coupled error, that the third and fourth

terms in equation (10), in the following analysis. According to

equation (6), all the errors dFUSO
AB ðtÞ from the USO instability in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.07.005


Fig. 7 e The blue/red curve stands for the root power

spectral density (PSD) of the noise from the USO instability

in the dual one-way K/Ka band phase data.
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the dual one-way phase may be rewritten only in terms of the

phase error df

dFUSO
AB ðtÞ ¼

"
ðdfAðtÞ � dfAðt� tÞÞ �

�
fA � f B

� dfA

fA

!#

þ
"
ðdfBðtÞ � dfBðt� tÞÞ �

�
fA � f B

� dfB

f B

!# (12)

The expressions in the two square brackets have the same

form, and we denote them as dFUSO
A and dFUSO

B . Take S/C A as

example, the transfer function from the phase error to the

dual one-way phase error reads

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GAðfÞ

q
¼ F

	
dFUSO

A ðtÞ

F ½dfAðtÞ�

¼
 
f B
fA

� e�2pift

!
(13)

where F ½$� denotes the Fourier transformation. For TOF t is

about 1 ms, we give the plots of this dual one-way filter in

Fig. 6. As we may see, the low frequency noise from the USO

instability will be effectively compressed, and its efficiency

increases as the frequency offset
���f B � fA

��� decrease. But, as
mentioned in subsec 3.1.2, a smaller offset will make the

extraction of the differential phase more difficult, and to

make a balance between these two, the real offset is

chosen as 0.5 MHz in the K-band and 0.67 MHz in the Ka-

band. In Fig. 7 we show the root PSD of the total phase

error dFUSO
AB ðtÞ with frequency offset of 0.5 MHz, and

compared with Fig. 4 one can see that the low frequency

phase error in the dual one-way phase data does reduce to

the required level.

3.2.3. Elimination of error caused by ionosphere
From equation (8) and equation (11), the range error caused

by the ionosphere reads

Driono ¼ c

fA þ f B

�
IAB þ IBA

�
¼ c

fA þ f B

 
TECA

B

fA
þ TECB

A

fB

!
¼ cTECbf 2

(14)

where bf ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fAfB

q
and in the derivation of the last equals we

make use of the approximation that TECA
B ¼ TECB

A ¼ TEC.

Combining the dual one-way phase data of both K and Ka-
Fig. 6 e The transfer function that map the phase error in

the differential phase data to the dual one-way phase data.
band, we then eliminate the dependence of TEC in the

range

ℛðtÞ ¼
bf 2KRKðtÞ � bf 2KaRKaðtÞbf 2K � bf 2Ka

¼ rðtÞ þ DrUSO þ
bf 2KDrsystemK ðtÞ � bf 2KaDrsystemKa ðtÞbf 2K � bf 2Ka

�
bf 2KDrTOF

K ðtÞ ebf 2KaDrTOF
Ka ðtÞbf 2K � bf 2Ka þ

bf 2KDrotherK ðtÞebf 2KaDrotherKa ðtÞbf 2K � bf 2Ka
(15)

where

Dr
system
K=Ka ðtÞ ¼

 
c

fA þ f B

�
3AB þ 3BA

�!
K=Ka

DrotherK=Ka ¼
"

c

fA þ f B

��
dA
B þ dB

A

�
þ �NA

B þNB
A

��#
K=Ka

Now, let us carefully look at the error terms in equation

(15). From the previous analysis, the range errors caused by

USO instability DrUSO
K and DrUSO

Ka for the K and Ka-bands are

not independent random variables, but are different

multiples of the same random variable dfUSO. Therefore,

ignoring the frequency offset between the two satellites,

we have the second error term rUSO ¼ DrUSO
K ¼ DrUSO

Ka . For

the third term, we have 3 equal 57mcycle from equation (9),

thus Dr
system
K and Dr

system
Ka are about 0.5 mm. The fourth

term comes from the TOF difference, and may be precisely

corrected in the 5th step. The fifth term, based on

previous analysis, is much smaller than the systematic

range errors and may be neglected. Finally, at this stage,

the PSD of the total noise in the ionosphere free DOWR

data reads

Stotal
Dr ðfÞ ¼ 1

8p2

 
c

fUSO

!2

GðfÞSUSO
df þ c2

2

bf 2K þ bf 2Ka�bf 2K � bf 2Ka�2 S3ðfÞ (16)
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Fig. 9 e The blue/red curve stands for the root PSD of the

total noise after/before the processing.
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In Fig. 8, we give the root PSD of the total noise, and in Fig. 9

we compare the noise power before and after processing.

3.2.4. The low pass filter
The sampling rate of the L1B data will be reduced from

10 Hz (L1A) to 0.2 Hz. During the re-sampling, the high fre-

quency noise will enter into the Earth gravity field signal band

due to the aliasing effect. Therefore, a low pass filter (LPF) has

to be employed to further filter out the high frequency noises

to prevent this ambiguity. There are different choices of such

LPF, but some elementary requirements must be satisfied,

that the error produced by the LPF in the gravity field signal

band must be smaller than 1 mm, and for the sake of the der-

ivations of range rate and range acceleration the LPFmust has

explicit analytic expression.

3.2.5. TOF correction [3]
The two satellites of GRACE mission are almost following

the same polar orbit. Let's denote the leading satellite as S/C A.

Then the TOF tAB from S/C A to Bwill be smaller than tBA from S/

C B to A. Neglecting the already corrected errors, equation (11)

now reads

RðtÞ ¼ fAr
A
B ðtÞ þ f Br

B
AðtÞ

fA þ f B
¼ rðtÞ eDrTOFðtÞ (17)

where rAB ¼ ctAB，rBA ¼ ctBA are the measured ranges, and r(t) is

the instantaneous range will be used in the gravity field

recovering task. Please see Fig. 10 for their geometric relations,

where rA=BðtÞ is the position vector of S/C A/B at nominal time t,

e ¼ ðrA � rBÞ=jrA � rBj is the unite vector along the LOS at time t

from S/C B to A, DA ¼ _rAtAB is the displacement vector of S/C A

during the TOF tAB and DB ¼ _rBtBA is the corresponding

displacement of S/C B. According to Fig. 10, we have

rAB ¼ ��r�DA

��; rBA ¼ ��rþDB

�� (18)

As
DA=B

r
is about 3 � 10�5, the above relations can be expanded

as
Fig. 8 e The blue curve stands for the root PSD of the noise

from the USO instability in the DOWR data. The red line

stands for the root PSD of the systematic noise. The brown

curve stands for the root PSD of total noise.
rAB ¼ r� tAB e$ _rA; rBA ¼ rþ tBAe$ _rB

Substituting rAB and rBA into equation (17), the correction reads

DrTOF ¼
 

fA
fA þ f B

tAB e$ _rA � f B
fA þ f B

tBAe$ _rB

!

According to the accuracy of the GPS orbit determinations, we

have the estimations of the magnitudes and the errors of the

following quantities

jej ¼ 1; jdej � 5� 10�8，
j _rj � 7700m=s; jd _rj � 10�4m=s;
t � 0:001s， jdtj � 10�11s

Therefore the residual error in DrTOF is rather small.

dDrTOFxjdejj _rjjtj þ jejjd _rjjtj þ jejj _rjjdtj � 8� 10�7m � 1mm

3.2.6. Reduction to the range with respect to COM [3]
Up to this step, all the biased range data obtained are

defined with respect to the centers of phase (COP) of the two

satellites. For gravity field recovery, the ranging data relative

to the centers of mass (COM) of the two satellites must be

obtained. The geometrical relations between COPs and COMs

may be found in Fig. 11, fromwhich the range relative to COMs

reads

RCOM ¼ drA þ rþ drB

where drA=B is the projection along the LOS of the vector PCA=B

pointing from COMA=B to COPA=B , and r is the projection along
Fig. 10 e Geometric relations between the instantaneous

range and the measured ranges [3].
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Fig. 11 e Geometric relations between COPs and COMs [3].
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the LOS of the instantaneous range r(t) with respect to COPs.

The three angles in Fig. 11 satisfy

cosa ¼ e$cPCA

cosb ¼ e$cPCB

cosg ¼ e$cPCAB

cPCAB ¼ rA þ PCA � rB � PCB

jrA þ PCA � rB � PCBj

where the values of the unit vectors cPCA; cPCB; and cPCAB are

readout by the on-board star trackers with error

dcPC � 5� 10�8m. Since r ¼ r cosg and cosg � jPCj
r

is about 10�6,

the error in r can be neglected and the residual error in RCOM

comes from the projections drA=B

dRCOM ¼ ddrA þ ddrB
x2
�
jdPCAjcos aþ jPCAj

����de$cPCA

���þ ���e$dcPCA

�����
x 0:5mm

3.2.7. The L1B data output
From step 2 to step 6 in the processing, three groups of data

will be obtained, that is the ionosphere free DOWR data, the

TOF corrected ionosphere free DOWR data and the TOF cor-

rected ionosphere free DOWR data with respect to the COMs.

All these three groups of data, together with their quality flags,

SNR information will be packed into the L1B data products of

the KBR system.
4. Conclusion and future plans

The present work constitutes a very primitive study of

L1A data analysis for future satellite gravity mission in

China. Dependent on the progress of the satellite gravity

program in China, more in depth and widening in scope will

be made on the study based on the framework outlined

here. At the same time, we would also like to look at alter-

native processing strategies so that more quality scientific

data may be provided to the user community. All these

remain work for the future.
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